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We have done well, haven’t we? …

Why change?
What to change?
What not to change?
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Why change?
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Education has to change with the times…

A quotable quote is now a tweetable 
tweet.  (Ng Pak Tee)

Can someone 
tweet this please?
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Navigating the future…

It is better to change from a position 
of strength… than from a position of 
desperation.
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What to change?
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From Quantity to Quality…

•Thinking/appreciation of subject
•Creativity and Enterprise
•Engagement & Joy of Learning
•Different pathways of success
•Character and Citizenship Education
•Student well-being
•Learning for Life, rather than exams
•Self-directed & self-regulated learning
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Teach Less Learn More!

If we teach less but teach 
better, students will learn 
more and learn better.

(Ng Pak Tee)
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Teach Less Learn More!
From 

“how do I teach” 
to 

“how do I help students learn”?

(Ng Pak Tee)
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Five key areas going forward …

•A strong foundation for every child;
•diverse learning models for diverse abilities;
•multiple pathways of success;
•caring for students with special educational needs, 
•lifelong growth for everyone.

An excellent school system for all, not excellent 
schools for some.
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What not to change?
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If change is the only 
constant, one real change 
is to find constants that we 
should not change…

(Ng Pak Tee)
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Singapore’s Key Success Factors

•Strong government investment
•Education is investment, not 
expenditure!

•Positive education narrative
•Educators are nation builders!
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Our unchanging mission…

The pandemic has changed a lot of things. 
But the mission of education in Singapore 
has not changed. 

It is always to mould the future of the nation. 
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Adapt quickly and yet change in a steady manner…

Avoid knee jerk reactions. Today, we are hit by 
the coronavirus. If we react by shifting all 
education online, tomorrow, we could be hit by 
a computer virus!

There is a time to adapt quickly. There is also a 
time to change in a steady manner.
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Invest in Professional Capital…

We continue to invest in the development of 
professional capital in our education system. 

Teachers will receive more PD support, under a 
new SkillsFuture for Educators road map so they 
can meet the evolving needs of students. 
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Education change is about 
long-suffering, tenacity …

Dig deep into our heart… think long 
term… then bite the bullet…

Be wise, be courageous, be of good 
cheer, persevere!
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Educators…

People who plant trees, so that some 
other people can sit under the trees 
… and no one knows who planted 
those trees in the first place.

(Ng Pak Tee)
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The Singapore Story
Learning from Singapore: 
The Power of Paradoxes
Ng Pak Tee (2017)

Education is the 
human enterprise of 
paying it forward.
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